MEDIA RELEASE

Airnov to exhibit range of healthcare packaging solutions
to Indian market at Innopack Pharma Confex-South
• Pharmaceutical packaging producers based in India and regionally will be able to explore
Airnov’s pioneering solutions at key industry event
• Solutions and innovations on display include Stablus™ (predictive modelling and simulation
tool), Compatilus™ (high speed insertion machine compatibility), and EQius™ (Equilibrium
RH Stabilizers)
• Innopack Pharma Confex-South to be held in Hyderabad on August 9-10, 2022
August 5, 2022 – Airnov Healthcare Packaging, a global leader in controlled atmosphere packaging, will
be showcasing its large portfolio of solutions available to customers in India at the upcoming Innopack
Pharma Confex-South, due to be held in the city of Hyderabad on August 9-10.
The event marks an extension of the already highly successful and influential Innopack series, which is
now meeting in Hyderabad to offer more industry stakeholders the chance to see and hear from the best
minds on what’s next in the world of pharma packaging.
Here, Airnov will be demonstrating a range of value-add capabilities.
Chief among them is Stablus, a predictive modelling and simulation tool. Stablus helps customers
determine optimal solutions for shelf-life protection within key cost parameters.
Airnov’s line of desiccant canisters and packets are designed for high-speed automatic insertion in
customers’ packaging lines. This ensures seamless integration with existing manufacturing setups, with
our engineers also on hand to provide technical support when needed.
The company will also be showing visitors at Innopack Pharma Confex-South, the Compatilus program,
which ensures full compatibility with various automatic desiccant inserters for drop-in desiccants
available from key equipment manufacturers.
By evaluating how packaging configurations impacts relative humidity levels and/ oxygen concentrations
inside packaging across its lifecycle, customers will be able to identify technical and cost-saving
improvements and reduce time to market for new products.
Airnov will also be showcasing a series of physical pioneering packaging solutions. These include
EQius™ Equilibrium RH Stabilizers – these are sorbent products that maintain a certain humidity level
in pharmaceutical packaging in cases where specific relative humidity conditions are required. In
particular, these are solutions aimed at dry powder inhalers, gelatin capsules and gummies.
Shrikar Trikannad, Airnov’s Head of Sales for India, commented: “After a successful Innopack event in
Mumbai in June, we are equally excited to head to Hyderabad, where our highly experienced team will
be on hand and ready to answer any questions about any of our solutions and services.”
Visitors will also be able to learn more about our product development and innovation workshops.
Whether it’s tweaking a standard product or developing a design for a customized packaging system,
Airnov has a full product development team that will quickly and efficiently engineer a solution.
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“With a 65-year legacy to build on and three dedicated R&D centers, we remain at the forefront of
research into materials and designs that will shape the future of healthcare packaging” concludes
Shrikar Trikannad.
During the Innopack Pharma Confex-South, which is being hosted at the Novotel HICC, Airnov will be
situated in Booth 2A.

Airnov to showcase EQius™, Equilibrium RH Stabilizers (Photo : Airnov)
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About Airnov Healthcare Packaging
Airnov Healthcare Packaging is a global leader in shelf-life preservation solutions to protect
pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and diagnostic products from moisture and oxygen. This includes drop-in
sorbents such as canisters and packets, integrated desiccant systems, and specially designed
container-closure systems. Airnov has five manufacturing plants located in France, the U.S., China, and
India.

Press release and photography can be downloaded from www.PressReleaseFinder.com.
Alternatively for very high resolution pictures please contact
Kim Vermeer (kvermeer@emg-marcom.com, +31 164 317 026).
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